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Ballyliffin Hotel, Main Street, Ballyliffin, Co. Donegal

tel +353 (0) 74 937 6106
web www.ballyliffinhotel.com
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WHITE

ROSE

RED
LIGHT AND CRISP WINES LIGHT REDS

SMOOTH & LAYERED REDSZESTY & FRUITY WINES

VISTAMAR SAUVIGNON BLANC (CHILE)
Light clean cassis and blackcurrant fruits, fresh and rounded with a smooth 

dry finish
€18.00 bottle

 SIERRA CREEK WHITE ZINFANDEL (CALIFORNIA)
Delightful summer aromas with delicate strawberry and raspberry fruits.

€20.00 bottle

SPARKLING
 LA CANEVA PROSECCO

Vibrant elegant wine with vivacious peach and pear fruits.
€22.00 bottle

VISTAMAR CABERNET SAUVIGNON (CHILE)
Fruity, very clean, drinkable and characterful with lime citrus flavours and a lovely 

balanced acidity.
€18.00 bottle

 CASTELLANI CHIANTI (ITALY)
Piquant dark cherry fruits with a lovely ripe touch and a long smooth finish. Best with red 

or with meat dishes or firm cheeses a nice medium wine
€20.00 bottle

PASCUAL TOSO MALBEC
 (ARGENTINA)

This Malbec has a wonderful elegance and depth of flavour.  Fantastic aromas of cherries and ripe 
plum with hints of figs and some blackberry.  The long spicy finish is sublime. Perfect with the big 

meat dish
€26.00 bottle

CHATEAU MAHON-LAVILLE BORDEAUX SUPERIEUR (FRANCE)
A refined Bordeaux, with smooth elegant blackcurrant fruits balanced

           by some light tannins and a lingering savoury dry finish. 
€28.50 bottle

 EXCELSIOR SHIRAZ (SOUTH AFRICA)
Medium to full-bodied, with smooth, ripe plums and dark chocolate, with hints of tobac-

€23.50 bottle

 LOUIS PINEL MERLOT
Rich vibrant nose of redcurrants and cherries with spice undertones.

Elegant, cool vivacious palate with an impressive silky finish.
€20.00 bottle

CANTINA DEL DUCA PINOT GRIGIO (ITALY)

mineral finish. Light in body but with plenty of flavour. 
€18.00 bottle

 MARQUIS DE GOULAINE TOURAINE SAUVIGNON 
BLANC(FRANCE) 

A wonderful mix of classic mineral flavours with plenty of delicious, ripe 
green fruits. A beautiful Sauvignon from old world France with new world 

style
€24.50 bottle

RAVENS CREEK CHARDONNAY 
(AUSTRALIA) 

A fresh clean unoaked Chardonnay with appetising plump tropical fruits.
€20.00 bottle

SANGOMA CHENIN BLANC (SOUTH AFRICA)
Fresh and inviting, with lightly-textured pleasant melon fruits and a dry 

finish.  A great all-purpose wine. Tried of Sauvignon this wine is worth a try.
€23.50 bottle
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